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- in', keep your lamps trimmed and burn - in', for the
trimmed and burn - in', keep your lamps, keep your lamps trimmed and burn - in' for the

1st time, all women sing soprano line
2nd time, all parts.

Soon I will be done, done with the trou - ble of the world.
Oh, yes now
Soon I will be done, the time is drawin’ nigh.

soon I will be done with the trouble of the world,

unis.

time is drawin’ nigh. Soon I will be done.*

*close to “n” quickly
wear-y, children don’t get wear-y, children

soon I will be done.

soon I will be done.

Don’t get wear-y till your work is

soon I will be done.

keep your lamps trimmed and burn in’, keep your

soon I will be done.

Keep your lamps, keep your lamps trimmed and burn in’,
1. lamps trimmed and burn - in', keep your lamps trimmed and burn-

2. lamps trimmed and burn - in', keep your lamps trimmed and burn - in', keep your lamps, keep your lamps - in'

For the time is draw - in' nigh.

For the time is draw - in' nigh.

Keep your lamps, keep your lamps trimmed and burn - in', keep your lamps, keep your lamps - in'

For the time is draw - in' nigh.
time is draw-in' nigh.

Keep your lamps trimmed and burn-in'!